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Gareth J.
O'Flaherty/JELR/JSECTOR
29/09/200910:21

ciara.mcdermott@welfare.ie
-eG-..Mic:IJae:l..J..~)d.JJ.JSftet=@JUSTICE
Subject Request for background note

Clara.

1 refer to our-telephone conversa.titln this morrilng.
The Director General of INIS, Mr Pat Folan, ·has asked if we could be provided with a background note
by the Department of Social and Family Affairs. on an issue raised in a recent newspaper article:
namely that some asylum seekers-were recently four.id to satisfy the Habitual Residence Condition for
welfare payments.
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I have sourced a briefing from the Free Lega:l·Advlce Centres website an the matter {

~

.

J

P..JC.nat&on HRC.doc: ), but obviously we would like to hear1he Department of Social Welfare-and·
FamUy affairs' position / opinion an this matter:

{

Thank. you in advance for any assistance you-can provide.
I am contactable at the number below.
Kind regards,
Gareth.

Gareth James O'Flaherty
Hlglier Executive Officer
Asylum Policy 0ivision
lrlsh Naturalisation and Immigration Service
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.
13/14 Burgh Quay
Dublin 2
Ireland
Telephone:+ 353-1- 6167886
Fax:+ 353-1-6167677
E-mail: gjoflaherty@justice.ie
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promoting access to justice
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About FLAC·
FLAC Is an Independent human rights organisation dedicated to the realisation
of equal access to justice for all. It campaigns through advocacy, strategic
litigation and authoritative analysis for the eradication of social and economic
exclusion.

FLAC Policy
Towards achieving its stated alms, FLAC produces policy papers on relevant
issues to ensure that government, decision-makers and other NGOs are aware
of developments that may affect the lives of people In Ireland. These
developments may be legislative, government policy-related or purely practiceoriented. FLAC may make recommendations to a variety of bodies drawing on
its legal expertise and bringing In a social Inclusion perspective.
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You can download/read FI.AC's policy papers at
http://www.flac .le/publicatlons/pollcy.html

Copyright

Those Interested are welcome to downtoad or copy the briefing note, and to distribute
or dlsplay It, on condition that they:
•
attribute the work to FLAC.
• do not use this report for commercial purposes.
• do not alter, transform or build upon It.

General Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this Briefing Note, It Is
provided for general Information only and Is not Intended as a substitute for lndlvldual
advice. Therefore FLAC cannot accept any legal liability for Its contents. The law In this
area Is also subject to frequent changes, so It Is Important to check that there has been
no change since the date of this Briefing Note.

For more information, contact us at
FLAC,
13 Lower Dorset Street Dublin l
T: 1890 350250 / 018745690 I E: info@flac.ie

I

W: www.flac.ie
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Ft.AC (Free Legal-Advice Centres)

Briefing Note on Habitual Residence Condition
This Briefing Note is Intended to update people advising social welfare claimants about some
Important recent decfsions by the Chief Social Welfare Appecrls Officer. It is on interim note
because the decisions discussed here ore port of a larger group of coses being reviewed by
the Chief Appeals Offfcer and subsequent decisions could chcmge or modify- their effect.
The Briefing Note deals only with the Hoblt.ual Residence Condition as It affects people seeking
asylum, protection or leave to remain and It Is molnlywconcerned with whether people In that
process are completely excluded from satisfying the Habitual Residence Condition, as
claimed by the Department of Social and Fomlly Affairs.
The Habitual Residence CondiNon Is a complex provision and even if asylum seekers are not
completely excluded from satisfying It they wl/1 st/II hove to meet the other requirements of the
condition as set out in this Note. We would advise anyone who is In this situation and Is
affected by the Habitual Residence Condition to consult some of the organisations that offer
advice and assistance to Immigrants and asylum-seekers or their legal ad visors. We regret that
FLAC Is not In a position to advise on indlvlduat appllcatlons.
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Summary

This Briefing Note summarises the effect of four recent decisions by the Chief Social Welfare
Appeals Officer, which rejected an argument by the Department of Social and Family Affairs
that no-one In the asylum, protection, or leave to remain process can satisfy the Habitual
Residence Condition, which Is a pre-condition for recel,ving social welfare payments.

What is the Habitual Residence Condition?
The Habitual Residence Condition Is a qualifying condition for social welfare payments which
was Introduced on 1 May 2004 In response to EU enlargement. All persons seeking soclal
welfare payments after that date have been required to satisfy this condition.

How can Claimants satisfy the Habitual Residence Condition?
The Habitual Residence Condition was Intended to ensure that only persons who had been
living In Ireland for a certain period of time could qualify for social welfare payments. Initially
this was set at two years but this has changed and now there is no fixed period of time.
Instead five factors are to be taken Into consideration. They are set out in Section 30 of the
Social Welfare and Pensions Act 2007 and are listed below. No single factor Is supposed to be
decisive. Claimants have to complete a Habitual Residence Condition form called HRC 1 as
well as the application form for the particular payment they are seeking.
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The Habitual Residence Condition applies to Irish citizens as well as non-eitlzens but it is, of
course, much easier for Irish cft!zens to satisfy it than for non-citizens.

Can people in the asylum/protection/leave to remain process qualify for social
welfare payments under the Habitual Residence Condition?
In the first half of 2008 Social Welfare Appeals Officers held that four women who were Jn the
asylum/leave to remain process met the requirements of the Habitual Residence Condition
and quallfled to receive Child Benefit. All four were unsuccessful asylum applicants who were
In different stages of challenging decisions of the Refugee Appeals MbunaL or applying for
leave to remain or subsidiary protection. They had been assisted at the!r appeals by OPEN
(One Parent Exchange and Network), Integrating Ireland and FLAG.
The Department of Social and Famtty Affairs applied for a review of these decisions by the
Chief Appeals Officer under S. 318-of the Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005. This allows
the Chief Appeals Officer to change any decision where an Appeals Officer has made a
mistake as to the facts or the law.
The Department claimed that a decision by the Supreme Court In 2003 In the-case of
Goncescu & Others v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (2003} IEHC meant that noone In the asylum/protection/leave to remain process could be regarded as resident In the
State. As a result they could not satisfy the Habitual Residence Condition (HRC).
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This appeared to represent a new and more r!gld position by the Department. Previously the
Department's Deciding Officers had relied upon the five factors or criteria set out in S. 30 of
the Socfal Welfare and Pensions Act, 2007 and drawn from a decision of the European Court
of Justice (the EU court) In the case of Robin Swaddling v Adjudication Officer, C-90/97. The
five crtterla are:
(a) the length and· continuity of residence in the State or In any other

particular country;
(b) the length and purpose of any absence from the State;
(c)
the nature and pattern of the person's employment;

(d)the person's main centre of Interest;
(e) the future Intentions of the'person concerned as they appear from all the
circumstances.

Using these criteria, Deciding Officers had almost always found that people in the
asylum/leave to remain process did not satisfy the HRC, though Appeals Officers had
sometimes reversed those decisions, as in this group of cases. Now, however, the Department
appeared to be arguing that asylum/leave to remain applicants as a class were excluded
from satisfying the HRC. In June 2008, new Guidelines for Deciding Officers Issued by the
Department stated at paragraph 6.3:
An asylum-seeker ... cannot satisfy either the habitual residence condition or the
normal residence condition for any DSFA (Department of Social and Family
Affairs) payments.
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FIAC represented the four women In the cases referred to above In connection with the Chief
Appeals Officer's reviews. FIAC subsequently applied for a review by the Chief Appeals
Officer of another four decisions where the Appeals Officer had ruled against the applicants
and had relied on the Supreme Court's decision In the Goncescu case.
In detailed submissions in all e ight cases, FlAC pointed out that .t he Goncescu decision was
given before the HRC was introduced In 2004 and did not deal with social welfare lssues. It
dealt Instead with unsuccessful asylum/leave to remain applicants seeking to rely on EU agreements In order to estab!lsh themselves here as self-employed businesspersons. FLAC also
questioned the way the Department used advice that had been given to It by the Attorney
General's office. In these cases.

Th& Chief Appeals Office,'sDecislons
The review process took a Jong time and decisions were given In June, July and August 2009 in
the four cases where the Department had sought a review, I.e. the cases where Appeals
Officers had given positive decisions. This was more than a year after the Initial review request.
The remaining decisions are awaited at the time of preparing this Briefing Document.
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The Chief Appeals Officer stated in all four cases that since the Goncescu case was decided
a year before the HRC was introduced, it was unlikely thatthe Supreme Court was aware of
any intention to introduce leglslatton to restrict access to social welfare payments on the basis
of a habitual residence test. He said:
The facts of the matter are that the Goncescu case d id not have a social welfare
relevance and that the Judgment pre-dated the ln.troductlon of the habitual residence
legislation.
He doubted the Judgment's relevance to these cases and went on to soy:
I do not believe there. was any Intention In framing the (HRC) leglslatton to
exclude a parttcular category (such as asylum/protection seekers) from access
to so,clal welfare benefits. If there was any such intention the relevant leglslative
provisions would have reflected that Intention and removed any doubt on the
Issue .
The advice from the Attorney General's office which was quoted by the Deportment said that
time spent by applicants in the asylum process could not be considered as 'residence' and
could not count towards sattsfying the HRC. But the Chief Appeals Officer noted that the
Department had not quoted another portion of the advice which said that time spent in the
State was only one of the five factors used In determining habitual residence and that people
could also qualify under the other four criteria.
The Attorney General's office advice went on to say that events which occurred during the
time spent In the asylum process could help to establ!sh habitual residence. This would
appear to Include forming relationships, setting down roots in local communities, children
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attending school etc. In practice and. In its fuller. form the advice. was actually helpful to the
appllcants' case.
The Chief Appeals Off!c er upheld the successful appeals In all four cases. The Department has
not appealed the first two decisions to the High Court. The third and fourth decisions had Just
been received at the tlme of writing th!$ Briefing Document.

What do these decisions mean in practice?
First and foremost, they mean that the Department and Decldin_g Officers cannot simply
exclude asylum/protec tion/leave to remain applic ants as a group from satisfying the HRC. All
such persons are entitled to have their claims assessed by reference to the five factors/criteria
-set out In the 2007 Act with no. presumption that they cannot qualify because they are In the
asylum/leave to remain process. The Goncescu JudgmentJs_not authority for any such
presumptton or exclusion and the decisions by the Chief Appeals Officer are clearly at odds
with the section- of the Department's 2008 Guidelines for Deciding Officers that deals with
asylum•seekers.
Secondly, the length of time spent In the State Is not an absolutely essential c riterion,
according to the advice from the Attorney General's office retied upon by the Department.
On the basis of that advice and these decisions by the Chief Appeals Officer, an applicant
can qualify for the HRC on the basis of the other four criteria. And In fact those criteria are
effectively red uced to three for people In the asylum/leave to remain process since they are
not allowed to work and therefore the employment criterion is not relevant to them.
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and

associatlqns developed while ln the asylum/leave to remain process, e.g.
Thirdly, contacts
new relatlonshlps, children born here. children Joining their parents here, children going to
school, the applicant and family becoming integrated into the local community etc, can all
help to satisfy the HRC c riteria, especially 'centre of Interest' and 'future Intentions'.
On the question of time spent in the asylum/leave to remain process, however, and despite
what Is said Jn the Attorney General's advlce, we would suggest that applicants should not
abandon claims based on time spent here. Asylum-seekers a re g iven temporary residence
certtftcates until the determination of their claim. They are legally entitled under Section 9 of
the Refugee Act-, 1996 to reside here during that period. Unsuccessful asylum•seekers who
then apply for protection or leave to remain are also allowed to remain here until their
applications have been dealt with. They are here quite lawfully during that period and. as the
Chief Appeals Officer has confirmed, there Is nothing In the legislation to say that they cannot
satisfy any of the criteria set out In the 2007 Act.
We would suggest that claimants who have spent a significant period of time in the
asylum/protection/leave to remain process can still argue that the time in question should go
towards satisfying the HRC. The Chief Appeals Officer hos held in the past that where asylumseekers have had to spend long periods here awaiting a decisions on their coses. due to
delays ln the system which are outside their control, they should not be pe nalised or
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prevented from having th.e time SJ:)ent here taken into account In .determinfng whethef they
satisfy the HRC.

Precedents
In its review applications, the Department rather bizarrely objected to the Appeals Officers
referring to/relying on earlier decisions by other Appeals Officers and the Chief Appeals
Officer. Such decisions could not set precedents, according to the Department. The Chief
Appeals Officer said It was not appropriate for Appeals Officers to refer to ."detalfsN of previo us
cases In their decisions or reports. However, he agreed with the argument made by FLAC that
while previous decisions were not binding In detail. It was Important to Identity the underlying
general principles so that decisions would not be arbitrary. and applicants could know the
case they would have to mdka
The Chief Appeals Officer pointed out that one of his functions was to try to ensure consistency
In decision-making and that the Appeals Office publishes case summaries In Its annual report
and on Its website "to provide a n outline of the Issues arising for consideration by the Appeals
Officer a nd the basis on which the decision is made". Accordingly, It Is still open to clalmants
to cite examples of previous cases - such as the ones mentioned here - where persons In the
a sylum /leave to rema in p rocess were held to satisfy the HRC.

#ExploringDP
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A Note of Caution
The decisions dealt with In this Briefing Note do not mean that everybody in the asylum/leave
to remain process Is going to qualify under the Habitual Residence Condition. There are stfll
four other cases in this group which have yet to be decided and which involve reviews of
negative decisions by an Appeals Officer. When they become available, these remaining
decisions wlll have to be scrutinised carefully to see If they confirm or qualify the trend set by
the first four cases.
·
And even If It ls firmly established that people In the asylum/leave to remain process can
qualify under the· Habitual Residence Condition, It will still be necessary to establish that they
satisfy the criteria set out In the 2007 Act, and especially-that they can show that their centre
of Interest Is here and that their future Intention Is to remain here.

Footnote - Stay on Payments
In the four successful appeals where the Department of Social and Family Affairs asked for
reviews by the Chief Appeals Officer, It refused to actually make the payments which had
been approved by the Appeals Officers until the reviews were completed. FLAC challenged
this on the basis that the reviews were not formal appeals and, unlike an appeal court the
Chief Appeals Officer had no power to put a stay on the payments pending his decision - and
he had not been asked to do so. It was the Department, the unsuccessful party to the
appeals, which had unilaterally decided not to pay and the applicants were left with no way
of appealing against that decision.
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FLAC Issued Judicial review proce~dlngs In one case to try to compel the Department to pay
Child Benefit as authorised by the Appeals Officer. Howevef', the Chief Appeals Officer gave
his decision In favour of the applicant a few days before fhe hearing date for the proceedings
and they were then settled Payment of Child Benefit began shortly afterwards and the
applicant was subsequently patd the arrears that were owed to her. However, this Issue
remains to be resolved If the Department seeks reviews of any more successful appeals and
refuses to issue the payment In question In the meantime.

1 September 2009
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Gareth J.
O'Flaherty/JELR/JSECTOR

To clara.mcdermott@welfare.ie

29/09/20 0 /

cc Michael J. Kelly/JUSTICE@JUSTICE
Subject Fw: FINE GAEL PRESS RELEASE: Failed asylum seekers
could oow be entitled to social welfare • Naugl'lten.

Ciara,
Further to our telephone conversation this morning and my. subsequent ematt to you seeking a
background' I position note, a press release has been issued by Fine Gael -on the issue of a$ylum
seekers aAd the HRC (see malr below ).
·
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As you ca_n -Imagine, this matter has now taken oo same urgency and it is expected that.we wiH be
briefing our MlnisteF on this issue, possibly a s-early as tomorrow.

In this context, it should be ~ost appreciated if you could convey the 1:1rgency regarding the need for a
background / position. note on this matter from the· Department of Sociai and Family Affairs to
whomever the responsibility for providing one falls.
Thank you-In advance for your help.

I am contactabre at the number below.
Kind regards,
Garett,.

Gareth James O'Flaherty

rligher Executive Officer
.Asylum Polley Division

·Ir1sh Natur.alisatlorrand Immigration Seivice
'Department of Justice, Equality and taw Reform 13/14 Burgh Quay
Dublin 2

1reland
Tel~phone: + 353-1- 6167886
Fax: + 353-1-6167677
E-mail: gjof1aherty@j ustice.ie
- - Forwarded by·Gareth J. O'Flaherty/JELR/JSECTOR on 29/09(2009 14:07 -

Mark A.
Philllps/JELR/JSECTOR
29/09/2009 12:37

To Press Office INBOX@Justice. Geraldine E.
Murphy/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Ciara D.
Kell~gher/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, Ciaran X.
O'Cuinn/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, !Barry G.
O'DonnelllJUSTICE@JUSTICE, Dale W.
Sunder1and/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Sean F.
Aylward/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Denis X.

I
Griffin/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Aisling F.
Bermingham/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, Richard X.
Moore/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, Mark A.
Phillips/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, Ken F.
O'Leary/JUSTJCE@JUSTICE, Mary A.
Jordan/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Paula J.
Monks/JUSTICE@JUSTlCE, Declan M.
Crean/JELR/JSECTOR@JUSTICE, Michelle J.
O'Farrell/JELRIJSECTOR@JUSTICE, Gerry M.
Browne/JUSTlCE@JUSTJCE, Gerard P.
Moloney/JUSTICE@JUSTICE, Margaret X.
O'Connor/JUSTICE@JUSTlCE, Patrick J.
Folan/JUSTlCE@JUSTICE
cc
Subject FINE GAEL PRESS RELEASE: Failed asylum seekers could
now be entitled to social welfare - Naughten.

TUESDAY 29 Sep 09

Failed .asylum seekers could now b-e
entitled to social welfare - Naugtiten
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Asylum applicants and failed asylum seekers could now be entitled to claim full social
welfare entitlements, due to the inexcusable delays in processing their applications to
finality, which is creating a loophole in our social welfare system according to Fine Gael
Immigration & Integration Spokesman, Denis Naughten TD.

Asylum seekers and social welfare claims
"At present, it is-taking years to fully process asylum applications to finality and, as a
result, these applicants are complying with the residency rules which allow them chum
social welfare in this country.
"Up until now, social welfare officials haYe excluded alLasylum applicants f!om receiving.
normal social welfare entitlements but due to recent successful appeals by asylum seekers
and failed asylum seekers (who are having·theirimrnigration cases reviewed), they may
now be eligible for normal payments, ,which could cost the taxpayer millions of euro.
"Ireland's asylum system is broken and this.is costing asyfum seekers, taxpayers and the
Exchequer. There are presently in the region of 14,000 'leave to remain' applications with ·
the Minister for Justice, which are-taking up to seven years to process. Th.is is on top of
approximately 4,000 asylum applications who are at various stages in the asylum process
itself.
':.Presently, the -in.i tial part of the long asyI um process-is taking on average seven months
but, in total, it can take up to eight years to deal with-an-asylum applicant to finality.
Under the current asylum system, having exhausted all avenues, an applicant can apply
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for 'leave to remain' and this can take years for the Minister for Justice to make up his
mind.
"Action must be taken to radically reduce these delays which are creating an expensive
loophole in our social welfare system. Fine Gael has made two proposals to make
significant savings and which would close off this loophole:
1. The Government must request High Court judges to sit longer in the vacation period to
clear the backlog of asylum applications as a contribution to the current economic
climate. If 15 of the 33 High Court Judges had worked for the month of September, with
an average- asylum case taking one fuJl day, they would have cleared about 300 of the
a:m,roximately 350 asylum cases ready to proceed.
2. Fine Gael is caUing for·a more efficient and co-ordinated use of existing resources to
tackle the. backlog in 'leave-to remain' applicatiens which· can take·-~to seven years to
process.
"Years of Fianna Fail's misguided priorities and mismanagement of resources has
resulted in this massive cost and delays. This is both unjust on the asylum applicant who
m~3:t wait year by year and on the Irish people who have to fund this system to the tune of
€840;000 a day in ace-0mmodation, education, support services, court hearings, processing
and deportation costs. Now we find tbat the taxp!lyer could have to pick up an additional
bill for backdated social welfare payments."
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Paddy J. Duffy/JUSTICE

To

30/09/2009 12:53

phiJip.melville@welfare.ie

cc Gareth J. O'F!aherty/JEl,;;R/JSECTOR@JUSTICE
bee
Subject HRC and asylum applicants

Hi Philip,
I refer to our telephone conversation earlier.
These are the questions/observations that occur to me following a quick scan through documents I
have been looking at this morning on the HRC and asylum applicants:
- Is there. a-Govt decision with regards to the introduction of the HRC on 1 May 2004?
- Does the.HRC,equally apply to unemploymentassistance and supplementaf}"welfare allowance
payments? I note the former is specifically covered by s246(3) of the 2005 SW Act.
- Is it- Ji kely that SW will appeal the Chief Appeals Officer's decisions in the first four cases to the High
Court?
- When is the decision of the Chief Appeals Officer due in the second set of fou~ cases?
- FLAC's (Sept 09) briefing note on this matter would appear to be incorrect where it states that there
is no longer a fixed period of time needed to qualify for social we.lfare payments.
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- Do you .know when the individuals concerned applied for asylum and the-social welfare payment, i.e.
_was the asylum application and application for social welfare payment padeprlor to 1 May 2004?
- On a separate but related ,issue, I have heard recently that social welfare payments are being made
to some.new asylum applicants whose partners ·are legally residing- tn the State. Is this-correct-?
You might come back to me on these questions.and with your background note on.the matter early
this afternoon, if this is possible please?

My colleague, Gareth O'Flaherty, who is-working on this matter also can be contacted at tel: 6167886

if you can't reach me.
Regards
Paddy Duffy
Assistant Principar Officer
Asylum.-Policy Division
Irish Naturalisation and immigration Service
tel: 01 6167653

AnnMcManus
Principal Officer
EU/International Policy Unit
Department of Social and Family Affairs
Store Street
Dublin I

6 October 2009

Re: Application of Habitual Residence Condition to asylum applicants

Dear Ms. McManus,
I refer to recent decisions by the Chief Social Welfare Appeals Officer (CSWAO)
regarding the application of the Habitual Residence Condition to people seeking
asylum, protection or leave to remain in the State. I understand the CSWAO decided
in four cases that were submitted to him for review by the Department of Social and
Family Affairs (under S. 318 of the Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005) in 2008
that the four women who were in the asylum/leave to remain process met the
requirements of the Habitual Residence Condition and qualified to receive Child
Benefit.
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This Department is extremely concerned about the possible repercussions of these
decisions from an asylum/immigration perspective and our Director General is
seeking assurance that your Department will act as a matter of urgency to ensure that
the findings of the CSWAO in these cases are reviewed by whatever means possible.
It would appear that the CSWAO gave positive decisions in these cases
notwithstanding the fact that a decision of the Supreme Court in 2003 in the case of
Goncescu & Others v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform clearly states
that no-one in the asylum/protection/leave to remain process could be regarded as
resident in the State. There was a very clear elaboration in the court's decision in this
case as to the status of asylum seekers while present in the State. The Supreme Court
made clear that an asylum seeker has but temporary permission to be present in the
State and for one purpose only. As such asy]um seekers cannot be regarded as having
a residence permission comparable to that of the broader immigrant community. The
comments of Justice Murray are quite instructive where he makes some extremely
pertinent statements in his judgement regarding the status of asylum seekers in the
context of residency:
"It seems to me quite clear that the foregoing restrictions highlight and confirm that
persons who are allowed enter the State for the purpose ofmaking an application
for asylum fall into a particular category and never enjoy the status ofresidents as
such who have been granted permission to enter a11d reside in the State as
immigrants:. Even though such immigrants may be subject to certain limitations as to
time and requirements as to renewal ofwork permits, they nonetheless enjoy

legitimate residence status. In fact tlie very purpose ofan application for refugee
status is to seek permission to be allowed to enter and reside i11 the State as
immigrants and benefit from such a status... 11 and,
"Such then is the status ofthe Appellants. They were never granted leave to enter a11d
reside in the State as immigrants. They were permitted to enter solely for the
purpose ofhaving their application for asylum examined and subject to strict
statutory restrictions. When that application was refused they ceased to have even
that limited authority to remain in the State. They are not, as was contended on their
behalf, in the same position as those granted leave to enter and reside. This is in fact
what was denied to them. " and,
11

The Appellants, since the refusal oftheir application for a~ylum, although physically
present in the State have no right or title to remain or reside in the State and even
prior to that were only entitled to remain for the purpose ofhaving that application
exami11ed. ".

It is noted that the Supreme Court decision in this case is also relied on, quite
correctly in our view, in your Department's document, 'Guidelines for Deciding
Officers on the determination of Habitual Residence'. While the context of the
Supreme Court case and the CSWAO cases differ, the principle established in the
Supreme Court decision would still seem to stand in our view. The judgement
underpins the approach set out in your Department's guidelines and that provided for
in the broader immigration legislation area.
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In 2003/2004 high priority was given by the Government to combating the problem of
rising asylum application numbers and abuses of the asylum process. Strategies
implemented in this area included the implementation of Carrier's Liability in the
Immigration Act 2003; changes in the qualification criteria for Irish citizenship
following the constitutional referendum on citizenship; the abolition of rent
supplement payments for new asylum applicants as and from 27 May 2003 (Section
13(4) of the Social Welfare (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2003); and the
introduction of the Habitual Residency Condition on 1 May 2004 in respect of
eligibility for Social Welfare entitlements. The Social Welfare measures taken in this
regard certainly helped to eliminate some of the 'pull factors' associated with the
making of asylum applications in Ireland and along with other measures taken have
resulted in a significant reduction in applications since 2002.

It is this Department's view that the decisions of the Chief Social Welfare Appeals
Officer in these cases will, if not addressed, undermine the significant progress made
in the last number of years in reducing asylum application numbers and will make
Ireland once again more attractive to asylum seekers. We have learnt from previous
experience that news of the potential benefits of applying for asylum in Ireland can
spread very quickly around the globe and for this reason we believe that urgent action
is required to prevent this happening. We should also be mindful, particularly in the
context of the current economic climate, of the increased costs to the State arising
from any trend in decisions by the CSWAO in this regard and any knock-on effect in
terms of increased asylum application numbers.

You might let me know what your Department's intentions are with regard to
addressing this issue as a matter of urgency please. We are available to meet to
discuss the matter further if you think it would be helpful and I will be in contact with
you shortly in that regard.
Yours sincerely,

Michael Kelly
Principal Officer
Asylum Policy Division

Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service

cc

Director General, INIS
Secretary General
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF J USTICE, EQUALITY ANO LAW REf'ORM
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Ms Bernadette Lacey
Secretary General
Department of Social and Family Affairs
Store Street
Dublln 1

Re: Application of Habitual Residence Condition to Asylum Applicants
Dear Bernadette,

I am very concerned about recent decisions made by the Chief Social Welfare
Appeals Officer as outlined in the first paragraph of the attached correspondence.
The decisions seem to fly in the face of established case law in this State and I have
to say it is an extraordinary development. Can you please have this matter examined
as a matter of urgency as it has potentially massive implications for us.

#ExploringDP
J/

Yours ·ncerely,

Sean Aylward
Secretary General
7 October, 2009

Dept. of Social & Family Affairs
- 9 OCT 2009
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Ann McManus
Principal Officer
EU/International Policy Unit
Dcparlment of Soc.ial and family Affairs
Store Street
Dublin l

,..,.

Ot.:tober 2009

Re: Application of Habitual Residence Condition to asylum applicanl"I

Dear Ms. McManus,

#ExploringDP

I refer lo recent decisions by the Chief Social Welfare Appeals Officer (CSWAO)
regarding the application of the Habitual Residence Condition to people seeking
asylum, protection or leave to remain in the Stale. I understand the CSWAO decided
in four cases that were submilled to him for review by lhe Department of Social and
Family Affairs (under S. 318 of the Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005) in 2008
that the four women who were in the asylum/leave lo remain process met the
requirements of the Habitual Residence Condition and qualified to receive Child
Benefit.
Thjs Dcpm1ment is extremely concerned about the possible repercussions of these
decisions from an asylum/irnmigralion perspective and our Director General is
seeking assurance that your Department will act as a matter of urgency to ensure that
the findings of the CSWAO in these cases arc reviewed by whatever means possible.
It would appear that the CSW AO gave positive decisions in these cases
notwithstanding the fact that a decision of the Supreme Court in 2003 in the case of
Goncescu & Olhers v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform clearly states
thal no-one in the asylum/protection/leave to remain process could he regarded as
resident in the State. 1l1erc was a very clear elaboration in !'he court's decision in this
case as to the status of asylum seekers while present in the State. The Supreme Court
mude clear lhat an asylum seeker has but temporary permission to be present in the
State and for one purpose only. As such asylum seekers <.:annot be regarded as having
a residence p~rmission comparable lo that of the broader immigrant community. The
comments of Justice Murray arc quite instructive where he makes some extremely
pertinent statements in his judgement regarding the status of asylum seekers in the
context of residency:
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"It seems to me quire clear that the foregoi11g re,\·triclions highlight and confirm that
perso11s who are allowed enter the State for the purpose of makillg an application
for asylum Jail irzto a particular category and never enjoy the status of residents as
such wlio have been gra11ted permission to enter and reside in tire State as
immigraril!l':. Even ilzough such immigrants may be subject to cerrain limitations as to
time and requirement.,· as ro renewal of work permit.1·, rhey no11e1heless enjoy
le,~itimate residence status. In fact Jhe very purpose of a11 application for refttgee
:.·talus is to seek permission to be allowed to enter and reside ill the State as

immigrallls a,id benejltfrom such a status ... " and,
"Such then i.l' tire starr,,~ of rhe Appellants. They were 11ever granted leave to e11ter a11d
reside bi the State as immigrants. They were permitted to ellter solely for the
purpose of havillg their application for asylum examined and subject lo strict

statutory restrictions. When rhal application 1w1.r r<fused tlU!y ceased to ha)'(: even
tlwr limited authorify lo remain in the State. 11-iey are nor, as was conte11ded 011 their
helw({, in the same position as those granted /e(m.! to enter and reside. this is in fact
whal wus denied to them." and,
"The Appellants, since the rejil.rn{ of their application for asylum, although physically
present in the State have no right or title to remain or reside in the State and even
prior ro tlwt were only e11titled to remain for lhe purpose of having that applicatio11

examined. ".
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It is noted that the Supreme Court decision in lhi:-. cii.se is also relied on, quite
correc.:tly in our view, in your Department's document, 'Guidelines for Deciding
Otlicers on the determination of Habitual Residence'. While the context of the
Supreme Court case and the CSWAO cases differ, Lhc principle established in the
Supreme Court decision would still seem to stand in our view. The judgement
underpins the approach set out in your Dcpaitment's guidelines and thac provided for
in the broader immigration legislation area.
1n 2003/2004 high priority was given by the Government to combating the problem of
rising aliylum application numbers and abuses of the asylum process. Strategies
implemented in this area included the implementation of Carrier's Liability in the
Immigration Act 2003; changes in the qualification criteria for Irish citizenship
following the constitutional referendum on citizenship; the abolition of rent
supplement paymems for new asylum applicants as and from 27 May 2003 (Section
13(4) of the Social Welfare (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2003); and the
introduction of the Habitual Residency Condition on I May 2004 in respect or
eligibility for Social Welfare entitlements. The Social Welfare measures taken in rhis
regard certainly helped lo eliminate some of the 'pull factors' associated with lhc
making of asylum applications in lrcland and along with other measures taken have

resulted in a significant reduction in applications since 2002.
It is this Depanmen!'s view that the decisions of the Chief Social Welfare Appeals
Officer in these cases will, if nol addressed, undermine the significant progress made
in the hist number of years in reducing asylum upplkalion numbers and will make
Ireland once again more attractive lo asylum :-;cckers. We have learnt from previous
experience that news of the potential benefits of applying for asylum in Ireland can
spread very quickly around the globe and for thi.'i reason we believe that urgent action

••I

is required to prevent this happening. We should also be mindful, particularly in the
context or the current economic cl imate, of the increased costs to the State ,,rising
from any trend in decisions by the CSWAO in this regard and any knock-on effect in
terms of increased asylum application numbers.
You might let me know what your DcparlmenL's intentions arc with regard to
addressing this issue as a matter or urgency please. We are available ta meet to
discuss the matter further if you think it would be helpful and I will be in contact with
you shortly in thaL regard.
Yours sincerely,
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Michael Kelly
Principal Officer
·J
Asylum Policy Division
Irish Nacuralisacion and Immigration Service

cc
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Director General, lNIS
Secretary General

13 October 2009
Mr Michael Kelly
Principal Ofticer
Asylum Policy Division
Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
13-14 Burgh Quay
Dublin 2

Dear Mr Kelly
I refer to your letter of 6 October concerning the application of the Habitual Residence
Condition to asylum applicants.
We note your concerns in this matter. As you know, it has always been this Department's
view that asylum seekers should not satisfy the Habitual Residence Condition, and this is
reflected in the relevant guidelines, which state:

"Asylum seekers

#ExploringDP

An asylum seeker is a person who has applied to the Minister for Justice, Equality and
Law Reform for recognition as a refugee and whose application has not yet been
determined. S/he is allowed to stay in Ireland subject to certain conditions being met
while his/her application is being examined. Such persons, while awaiting decisions
on their applications or who have appealed a refusal of refugee status, cannot satisfy
either the habitual residence condition or the normal residence condition for any
DSFA payments. This has been made clear by Chief Justice Murray (Goncescu and
others-v-Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform) in July 2003"
This Department shares your concerns that the recent decisions by the Chief Appeals
Officer run counter to current policy and to the advice given in our guidelines. We are
considering how best to address this issue, as a matter of urgency, including the possibility
of legislation in this area.

Yours sincerely
Anne McManus
Principal Officer
EU/International Unit
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Paddy J. Duffy/JUSTICE

To Philip Melville AP <Philip.Melville@welfare.ie>

18/11/2009 12:24

cc

l·•

►·

bee
Subject RE: HRC and asylum applicants

Thanks Philip.
Garrett Cunnane, Legal adviser in your Department sent the draft Head to Orla Martyn, our legal
adviser this morning with a request for a meeting to discuss the matter as soon as possible. Michael
Kelly and Kevin O'Sullivan, the two PO's in INIS involved with the Immigration, Residence and
Protection Bill 2008 will likely deal with this.
Regards

Paddy

#ExploringDP

IRISH NATURALISATION AND IMMIGRATION SERVICE (INISf
SEIRBHfS EADOIRSEAC'HTA AGUS INIMIRCE Na hEIREANN

Ann McManus
Principal Officer
EU/International Policy Unit
Department of Social and Family Affairs
Srore Street
Dublin I

f)

I Oc1obe~ 2009

Re: Application of Habitual Residence Condition to asylum applicants

Dear Ms. McManus.

#ExploringDP

Thank you for your letter dated the 13th October concerning the application of che
Habitual Residence Condition to asylum applicants. I note that your Department
shares our concerns in relation to this matter and is considering how best to address
this issue as a matter of urgency.
I would be grateful if you could keep me updated Vl'ith regards to developments in this
area, and also if possjble can you give me some indication of the 1imeframe you are
working towards to address this issue. ·

Yours sincerely,

Michael Kelly
Principal Officer

Asylum Policy Division
Irish Naturalisation and Imm.ignition Service

cc

Director General, INIS
Secretary General
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